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Hausaufgaben

1. Sei L die 1\1enge aller P unkt.e (x, y) E R2, für die da.q Produkt ner Entfernungen von
den Punkten (1,0) und (-1,0) glekh 1 ist. Finnen Sie nie Punkte (x, V) E L, für nie
lxI oder lyl ffiHximHl ist..

2. Für a, b E R sei J(a, b) = inf { J(x - a)2 + (y - b)2j X, Y E R, xy = 1}. Best.immen

Sie die mmmHle offene Teilmenge U C R2, fiir clie t5'1 u glatt ist..

. 3. Zeigen Sie: Zn jedem A E SLn(R) exi:=;t.iert. eine offene Teilmenge V" E Rnxn mit
..4. E V nnd einp. glattp. nno hijp.kt.ivp. Ahhildung j: U -+ V" n SLn(R), wo U einp. offeop.

';I

Teilmp.ngp. des Rn -1 ist.. Hip.rhei hezei C'.hnet. Rn x n dp.n \rektorrallm der n x n-~1atrizen

mit Koeffizient,en in R nnd SLn(R) die Teilmenge aller 1\1atrizen mit. Det.p.rminflnte 1.

4. Sei f E C' (Rn) nnd A = {x E Rn I f(x) = O}. Gegehp.ll seien ein a E A nnd ein
,rekt.or Xo E Rn, sodaß grad f( a) i= 0 und grFtd f( a) . Xo = O. Zeigen Sip.: Es existiert.
eine st.et.ig differenzierhare Ahhilouog w: I -+ A, wo I ein offenes, den Nlltlpnnkt
p.nthaltenp.s Int.ervw hp.zp.kbnet" wdHß 111(0) = a nnd w'(O)(l) = ;7;0 gilt.

Anwesen heitsaufgaben

1. Sp.ien h
"

b2 linp.RI unahhängige Vektoren im R3 j be7.eic.hne J(n) den Abst.and des Punk
tes a E R3

ZlIT Geraden 9 = {x E R31 b, . x = ~. x = O}, d.h. es sei

8(a) = inf { J(x - a)21 x E g} .

BereC'.hnen Sie 8( (L).

2. '/erfllJgeffieinern Sie die vorstp.hende Anfgahe von 3 auf den FR1I von 11 Diffip.n::;ionen.

3. Finden Sip. Hlle Ahhildungen w: I -+ R2 (I p.inp. offene::;, die 0 ent,haltenP.R Int.eI"V'rlll in
R), SOOflß w(O) = 0 lmo p(w(t), t) = 0 für Rlle tEl gilt.. Hierhei hP.7.eic.hnet p dRS
Polynom p = (3:r.2 _ y2)y _ (x2 + y2)2.

4. Es seien (L, b, r. reelle Zahlen mit ahr. =1= 0, und es sei E die lvIenge rler n~ellp.n TIipel
( x, y, z) mit ax2 + hy2 + r.z 2 = 1. Best,immp.n Sie dip. lolmlen Extff~ma eier Ahhil clIIng
f:E~R, (x,y,z)r-t.r.2 +y2+ z 2.



Explicit growth estimates for 8Olutions

of p-adic differential systems in a regular

singular disk

Yves Andre

1 Introduction

1.1 Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, complete under an absolute

value I I normalized by Ip I = P-1 at some prime p.

We consider the solution of the differential system

xd/dxZ = GZ

given in the form Z = Y )( C, where .

a) G and Y are jJ)( jJ matrices whose entries are analytic functions on the unit disk

(without boundary),

b) Y(O) is the unit matrix,

c) C is a nilpotent matrix.

The couple (Y,C) is uniquely determined by these conditions; in fact C = G(O), and Y

is invertible.

1.2. In tbis paper, we shall estimate the Taylor coefficients of Y = 1: Ynxn, or what

n~O

&mounts to the same, the growth of IIv!lo(r) = Sup IIV(x)1I as r becomes elose to 1.
Ixl<r
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Let us put, onee for all, v = I" - 1 + ordp(JJ - 1)! Our main result is:

Theorem 1. Assume that 11 G11 O(1) is finite, In 11 G11 O( 1) ~ pg, g EIN. Then for every

nEIN, one has thc bound:

IIYnll ~ pgv. t.(n)lI, t(n) = Max b ~ n.
. 1~m~n ,mi

When p ~ 1", tbis estimate ia essentially best po8sible.

Corollary 1. For any r ~ s elose enough to 1-, one has the bound

In particular, if G is bounded and if p ~ 1", then Y äilll y-l have logarithmic growth

pf rate I" - 1 at the boundarv.

In fact, it is possible to exhibit abound similar tn (**) (theorem 2) if, instead or assuming

G(O) to be nilpotent, we merely assurne that its eigenvalues belong to ~ nIIp'

1.3. A logarithmic behaviour or rate I" -1 was first recognized by B. Dwork [6] in bis ear

Iy studies or Picard-Fuchs differential systems, as a consequence of the existence of a

strong Frobenius structure, and was then expected in much more general situations. With

out any Frobenius structure aBsumption, he and P. Robba succeeded in giving exolicit

growth estimatea of the same kind in the CaBe C = 0, using the very ingenious technique of

"Frobenius factorization" [8]. Similar arguments allowed further A. Adolphson, Dwork and

S. Sperber [1] to handle the extreme opposite caseCJJ- 1 f O.
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Since however this technique seemed to have reached its limits, the present author sug

gested to turn back to Dwork's earlier proof, using the existence of a~ Frobenius struc

ture on every "reasonable" p-adic differential system, aB established by C. Christol (cf. e.g.

[5]); this idea provided a new proof in the case CJ'-l +0 [3]. The only difficulty in extend

ing this argument was the lack of an effective "version of the so-called cyclic vector lemma,

Le. the reduction of a differential system to a. differential equation. This gap was fortnnate

Iy filled in by Dwork [7], and a suitable refinement of his technique using again Frobenius

transforms, (cf. proposition 2) allows to carry over the proo! in the general tase. Note how

ever that in the special cases considered by Adolphson, Dwork, Robba and Sperber, their

results are slightly more precise than ours.

1.4 One motivation in looking for explicit bounds lies in the global theory, i.e. when k is

replaced by a number field "K [4] [2]. Recall that for any Taylor series M = l Mnxn,

n~O

where Mare matricea with entries in K, one introduces the following basic invariantsn

[2]:

p(M) = l rrm klag Max(IIMollv,···,IIMllv)
v

u(M) = Iiiii l klag Max(IIMollv,···,IIMnllv)
v

where the sum ranges over all places v of k, and 11 v is normalized by

Ix I = Ix Iß [Kv:~p]/[K:~] if vip (p prime or ol), for every x E ~.
V lI(p

Thus exp(-p(M)) is just the product of those of the radü of convergence of the v-adic

Taylo! series defined by M, which are smaller than one; while u(M) - p(M) meaBures the

growth of a common denominator of MO, ... ,Mn, as n -+ (1). In general there is no connec

tion between p(M) and u(M) (which may be infinite).
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1.5. Let Z = Y xC be a solution of the differential system

(*) xd/dx Z = GZ,

and let us now simply aBsume that the entries of the p)( p matrix Y (resp. G) are for-

mal power series with coefficients in K (resp. in a subring of K finitely generated over

71), that det Y(O) f 0, and that C is a nilpotent constant matrix.

Corollary 2. Mi!! M = (y,y-1), one has the ineguality

o{M) ~ p(M) + P -1.

This result was already obtained via more global methods in [2] (erratum), cf. section 7

below.

Concerning the relation between p and tr, one may risk the following

Conjecture. 1&1 y E K[[x]] be a G-function (Le. o{y) < m ßllil y satisfies a linear

differential eguation of order IJ ~ 1, Zr = 0 with coefficients in K[x]).~

i) p(y) ~ o{y) ~ p(Y) + IJ -1,

ii) o{y) - p(y) E ~,

iii) if 0 ia an ordinary point for ~,9llil.if o{y) = p(y), then y is algebraic over

K(x).

1.6. I thank B. Dwork and G. Christol for their interest in the present work, which has

benefitted very much horn the influence of Christol's article [5] and Dwork's letter [7]

(which contains a weaker form oI lemma 4 below).
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This manuscript was written out at the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik, Bonn, with

support of the Humboldt-8tiftnng. I would like to thank both institutions for excellent

working conditions.

2. Preliminary remarks

2.1 Until section 5, we shall relax condition c) into

d) the eigenvalues of C belong to IIp' and distinct eigenvalues remain distinct module 1I.

2.2. Since k is algebraically c1osed, one can find a sequence of elements a E k,

Ial ---+-1-, and assume, after changing the variable x~ QX, that the entries of G ex

tend to analytic functions on the unit disk with boundary. Note also that val = t Yt ' so
~

that it is enough to deal with Y = Y G' Let EO denote the completion of the ring of ratio-

nal functions without pole in D(O,l) with respect to the Gauss norm, and let EÜ be the

quotient field of EO' We &Ssume henceforth that G EM~(Eo)' For any matrix F in

M~(EÜ)' we shall set IIFII = ~~ IFij IGauss' 80 that IIFII = IIF!lo(l) if F E Mjl(Eo)'
1 ,J

The map x t----t xP extends to an isometry of M~(EÜ) (not surjective), which we denote

by ;. In order to avoid multiple superscripts, we put ;q:=;a if q = pa (so that

;1 = id).

2.3. Because the eigenvalues of G(O) belong to IIp' Dwork-Robba's theorem applies: the

differential system _(*) admits an invertible analytic solution in the generic unit disk [8] (if

G E M~(k(x)), a completely elementary proof of this fact is given in [2] V 6.1). If in

addition (*) is the differential system a8sociated to a differential equation, the usual

Dwork-Frobeniuslemma (cf. e.g. [2] IV 2.1) implies that IIGII ~ 1.
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Lemma 1. If G(O) ia nilpotent and IIGII ~ 1, then IIYnll ~ 1 fQr n < p.

Proof: this follows immediately from the general explicit formula for Yn:

where U(D,C) denotes the linear endomorphism B~ DB - Be of MJ.'(k) (cf. [5] or

[2] 111 (13)), and f O"'" f 1-'-1 denote the eigenvalues of G(O).

2.4 The proof of our main resulta uses a cyde of transformations of the differential system

(*). Let UB remind the formalism associated with such transformations (loc.cit.).

We write 8 for the derivation xd/dx. Let H E GL (EO')' and define Z' by Z = HZ'., I-'

Then Z' aatisfies the differential system

IJZ' = H[G]Z' where H[G] := H-1GH - H-10H.

Let us aBsume that H[G] has no pole at 0, and that H[G](O) satisfies condition d) (this

is certainly the case if H(O) is defined and invertible). Let also Y' denote the uniform

part of Z', normalized by Y' (0) = I. Then (Hy,)-ly E GL (k(x,l/x]).
I-'

Assume next that H(O) is defined and invertible; then Y = HY'H(O)-l. Furthermore H

is invertible in MI-'{EO) if and only if H[G] E MI-'{EO).

2.5. The proof will rely on the existence of a weak Frobenius structure, which we now

recall.
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Proposition 1 (Christoi). In addition to a) b) d), assume that 11 G 11 ~ 1 and that the

eigenvalues of G(O) belong to pllp ' Then there exists A E GLJ'(EO) such that

1) A[G] = pF;, where (F,YF,F(O)) satisfies conditiOnB a),b),d),

2) YG = Ayt

3) IIAII = HA-111 = 1

cf. [5], or [2]V.

3. Cyclic vectors ,
3.1. Let Vq be a free E Oq -module with basis eO, ... ,e1'-1' We use this basis to identify

1'-1
the dual V: of Vq with A Vq' This ia an isometrie identification if we put the

obvious norms on Vq and V~. There ia a k-linear action of a on Vq via coordinates.

Lemma 2. Let t'J > 0 and let (wr)f 6Ev~. Assume that for eyery v E V such that

1 . * . *' 1!lvII = 1, one has III (-1)1'- -lw i dvll ~ 1]. Then IIw i 11 ~ 1fQ.l(p - 1)'- .

l
Proof: indeed, fix m and let v = x

q
em for l = 0,... ,#-1 successively. We get a linear

system ~(-I)p-l--i(wrem)qii = al' l = O,...,p-l, with al E E:q, Iall ~ TI·

By Cramer's rule, we find
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whose norm is obviously bounded !rom above by

1] Max I(p-l-1)! 1-111! I-l'~ 1J((p-l)!)-I.
l<p ,

;q t
Lemma 3. 1&1 F E Mp(EO ); we write B = 8 + F Allil, for anY w E Vq' M

'-1 '+1 -1
mi(w) = w A Bw A... A Ei w A Ei w A ... A aP w. Then for any v EVq' IIvll ~ 1,~

can write l(-l)P-l-imr(w)aiv = l(-l)JJ-l--ipr tiv,~

Proof: by induction, it ia clear that one may write siv in the form

liv + 1: (_I)i-j(tAi,j)niv, where the matrices Ai,j enjoy all the properties being listed in

j~i

the lemma. Next, one has

1'-1 1'-1 i

1: (-l)J.l-i-lmr(w)aiv = 1: 1: (-lt-j--l(Ai'imj(w)dv, which pravides the

i=1 i=Oj=O
desired expression for pr.

;
3.2. For any w E Vq' we denote by Bw the element of Mp(Eoq) defined by

* . 1(B ).. = e. l(aJ- w).w IJ )-

Lemma 4. For eyery f > 0, there ex:ists w EVq such that

i) IIwll ~ 1

ii) det Bw f 0
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iii) 1(Bw)ij 1 ~ Max(1,IIFll
i
-

1
)

iv) 1(Bwl)ij 1 ~ (l+f)((~-l)!)-lqj-lMax(l,IIFII~-j)·

;
Remark: the last norm. is the norm. of an element of EÜ q.

Proof: let " = Sup 1det B I. The existence of w satisfying i) ü) iii) is obvioUBj
Iwl ~l w
W~Vq

moreover "> 0, and one may chOO8e w so that

v) " ~ (1+ f) 1det Bw I .

For every v in the unit ball of Vq' the map x~ det Bw+xqv is analytic on D(O,l)

and bounded by ,,; therefore

1 dq 1 . *' 1 . * .qr dxq (det Bw+xqv) Ix=o = L(-l)t'- -1mj (w)Wv = L(-l)t'- -1J1j IIv js also bounded

by ".

* 1 * * .. *By lemma 2 1~l' 1 ~ 1J({#-l)!)- and by lemma 3 m. (w) = #. - \ A1,.lm. (w), which
1 1 l J

j<i

gives

vi)

Because

Let w EV1 be as in the previous lemma, and let Z be a complete solution of 8Z = FZ.

It is readily checked that the rows of BwZ are obtained by successive applications of 8.

In other words, the differential system 8Z I = B-1[F]Z I is aBsociated to a differentialw

equation. On the other hand, tbis system may acquire apparent singularities, and the be-

havioUI at 0 is no longer dear. But applyjng Christol's decomposition into singular factors
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to the matrix B E M (EO)J one finds that there exists r E GL (k(x)) such thatw p p

i)

ii)

iii)

r[B-1[F]] = (B-1r) [F] EM (EO)w w p

B-1r E GL (EO)
w p

IIrll = IIr-11! = 1. cf. [5] or [2]V.

In applications, the quantity of importance is IIBwll-IIBw111; direct application of lemma

4 would give the upper bound (l+E)«p-l)!)-l Max(1,IIFII 2J1-2). As we shall next show,

this bound can be substantially improved on by using ;q.

;
3.4. Let q be 80me power of p not less than Max(l,IIFI!), and let F' = qF q, 80 that

IIF'II ~ 1. Let w' E Vq and Bw' be as in the previous lemma, with respect to F'.

"Write w' = w q for some w E VI'

Lemma 5. If Bw denotes the matrix constructed in 3.2, one has the relation:

Proof: Write Z for a complete solution of the differential system 8Z = FZ, BO that

Z' = Z(xq) ie a complete solution of ffl' = F' Z'. The ith lOW of BwZ is Ei-I ap

jJ

plied to the first row, Le. ti-1( 1: ej_l(w)Zj). Therefore the jth row of
j=1

(BwZ)(xq) =B:qZ' js pl-iti-1(( i ej_l(w)Z/q) =pl-iti-\ i ej_l(w')Zj),
j=1 j=1

that is the ith row cf Bw'Z'. Using lemma 4 (with IIF'II ~ 1) and lemma 5, one finds
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the bounds IIBwll ~ qjl-I, IIBw
I II ~ (I+f)(jI-I)!)-I. Note that one may choose

q < p Max{l,IIF ID·

Summarizing, and unwinding our definitions, one finds:

Proposition 2. 1&1 F EMjI(EO)' and let pa ~ Max{I,IIFID. For every E > 0, there exists

B E M jI{EO) such that:

1) det B f 0

2) IIBIIIIB-I I! ~ (I+E)pa{#-I)+ordp(#-I)!

3) the matrix B-1[F] has the form

4 Iterated weak Frobenius structure

The next result extends proposition 1 to higher powers of ;, and may be of independent

interest. Recall that 11 = #-1 + ordp(jI-l)!

Proposition 3. In addition to conditions a)b)d), &Ssume that IIGII ~ 1 and that the

eigenyalues of G{O) belang to qllp' Then for every f > 0, there exists A E GLJ'{EO}

such that

tP
1) A[G] = qF q, where (F,YF,F(O)) satisfies conditions a),b),d),

9Sq -1
2) Ya = AYF A{O)

3) IIAII-IIA-111 ~ (1+ E)qll

4) IIFII ~ 1.
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Proof: Applying proposition 1 to G, we get Al'F1 E MJI{EO) with A1[Gj = pFf,

-1
IIF111 ~ Pi to F1 we apply proposition 2 {with 1 + € replaced by (I + €)a ); we next

get rid of the (apparent) singularities of B1'I[F1] according to 3.3. The resulting

transformation matrix is 6:= AIBl1~fE GLJI{EO).

H we set G1 := B1'1r 1[F1]' we have

GI E MJJ{EO) ,

IIG111 ~ 1 (by the Dwork-Frobeniuslemma),

Gf = ä[G],

; {)-1YG=äYG 60 ,
1

-1
IIAI!.!Iä(0)-111 ~ IIA1I1I6-111 ~ {1+€)a pV.

The proposition follows after a-fold iteration.

5. Growth estimates (nilpotent case)

5.1. We now prove theorem l.

Remind that G{O) is aBsumed to be nilpotent, and that we have made the reduetion 2.2.

We first apply proposition 2 to G, a = g, and then decompose the resulting matrix B

into singular faetors (3.3). We obtain Y = B-1r 1 {B-1r){O)-1, I!B-1r[G]1I ~ 1
B- r[G]

(Dwork-Frobenius) and IIB-1rll·II{B-1r)-1{0)!1 ~ IIB-1rll·II{B-1r)-111 ~ {1+ €)pgv. A

fortiori 11 Yn 11 ~ {1+ t")pgll Max 11 (Y -1 )m 11 , and by letting € ---+ 0 and replacing
m~n B r[G]

G by B-1r[G] we are redueed to the case HGII ~ 1.
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The conditionB of proposition 3 are then fullfilled for any choice of q = pa. We fix n ~ 0,

and choose a = ordpn, so that q = t(n) with the notation of theorem 1.

Let ns write, according to the latter proposition:

Eqnating the nth Taylor coefficient in both sides, one sees immediately that only the p-l

first Taylor coefficients of VF are involved.

Using lemma 1, one deduces that IIvn ll ~ (1+f)t(n)v, and it only remains to let f ---+ O.

5.2. Let us dednce corollary 1 from tbis. At a first step, assume that G is bounded. Then

the inequality similar to (**) but with IIGIl0(1) instead of IIGllo(v) in the right hand

side is a consequence of the following elementary lemma (whose proof is left to the reader):

Lemma 6. For any matrix U with entries analytic on D(0,1), and any positive constant

K. the following Me eguiyalent:

a) for eyery r E [e-IC
/ P,1[ , II Ullo(r) ~ "v(log l/r)-v

b) for every n ~ lIplC, lIun l! ~ (~IC)Vnv.

The general case follows after a change of variable x.........--. ßx, IßI ---+ s.
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6. Growth estimates (tase of rational exnonents)

6.1. We now assume that (G,Y,G(O)) satisfies conditions a) b) d), and that the

eigenvalues of G(O) Are rational numbers.

We assume moreover that G(O) is in Jordan normal form and that IIGllo(l) ~ 1.

6.2 By the same reduction as in 2.2., one may assume moreover that G EMJl(EO)' In

order to apply proposition 3, one has to use shearing transforms to reduce to the case where

the diagonal elements of G(O) are divisible by q.

Explicitly, let D be a diagonal matrix with integer entries 0 ~ &ü < q, such that D acts

as a homothety on the Jordan blocks of G(O), and such that

'7i = (D + G(O))jj E q71p n[O,q[ for i = 1,... ,Jl, and distinct '7i'S remain distinct mod 71.

Because D and G(O) commute, D + G(O) = H[G](O), where H = x-D. Moreover

Y = x-DYH[GjXD, H[G] E Mp{EO)' IIH[G] 11 5 1. However reasoning coefficientwise as

before is not allowed because the letter formula involves negative powers oI Xi but note

that

i) IIYllo(r) < r--qllyH[G]lIo(r) for 0 < r < 1.

6.3. One may now apply proposition 3 to H[G]:
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On the other hand, the explicit formula for YF being stated in the proof of lemma 1,
m

togetner wihhe fonml n ( + -1 = d \ e t+1)j, shows that< m. l n n
n_m n~m

üi) IIYFI'lo(rq) ~ Sup ( Ma x .D I€i-€ .+n 1-1)(rqp
p2

/p-l)m, where €i'
m~O n ~m, 1 :j~p J

i = 0,... ,p-1 denote the eigenvalues of F(O).

Note that Ei = 'lJi/q, and let N denote a positive common denominator for the 1]i.

BecauBe of our choice of D, one has the bound:

2
6.4. Let us fix 1} E ]0,1[; assuming that r ~ rf , let q be the minimal (integral) power of

2 2/ 1 1P such that rq ~ rf .p-P p-. We set T = T(1J) = Sup (1+m) 1]m- .
m~O

Combining iii and iv, we find

2
v) IIYFllo(rq

) ~ (N 'lJT)p ,

and put ting i) ii) v) together, and letting € --t 0:

2 2
vi) IIYllo(r) < r--<lqll • (N1}T)P ~ (pp/p-I. TN)P qll .

At least, notice that q < (p2/p)(log 1/1]+ l..Qg""R)(log I/r)-I. Therefore, we have proved
p-1

the following result.

Theorem 2.!&1 G,Y be as in 6.1, and let N be aB belore a positive common denominator

2
for the exponents. We fix 1] E]0,1[. Then for eyery r E ]rf ,1[, Olle has the bound:
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(***) Max(IIVllo(r),IIy-Illo(r)) < ~log I/r)'" ,
" 2

" = (~2p-I(1og 1/11+ (p-I)-Ilog P))v(pp/p-I. r(1/). N)~ .

Remark: a simple application of corollary 1, after the preliminary change of variable

x t----+ xN, would give a logarithmic growth N", i"nstead of ",.

7 Remarks on the global ca.se.

We indicate how to deduce corollary 2 from theorem 1. First of all, we have the inequality

of convergence radii: Rv(G) ~ Rv(V,y-l). On the other hand, because the entries of G

are "globally bounded", one has Rv(G) = 1, IIGllo(l) ~ 1, for almost every place v. For

each of these places, one may apply theorem 1 after some change of variable x~ QX,

JaJ ---i Rv(V,y-1)-.

One gets u(V,y-1) ~ p(V,y-1) + hm l
n v

p(v)~n

1 v 1
ii log t(n) v = p(Y,V- ) + ~-1 .

(among the places for which IIGl!o(l) ~ 1, only th08e whose residual characteristic is less

than n + 1 can provide a positive summand log IVn Iv),

Note that this corollary was already obtained in [2]V (erratum). In fact, the term.

(~-I)(~2+I) which the main text gives in place of ~ -1 can be reduced to ~ -1, just by

replacing the lines 8-22 on p.10S by: nt(Hinv*)-lHcores,p E GL (EO'v); it follows that
v fJ

(6.4.3.) : hn(VF ) ~ p,~llog Ip 1-1 +! h[n/ l(VH cores[E ]).11
v v P P v v
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